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Under Armour Speedform Apollo after listing, presumably grabbed a lot of technology control vision. Whenever we think of the use of
special materials and ingenious design, we can immediately associate with Under Armour. UA in order to research and development
of Speedform technology, the spirit moved to sports underwear, to create a comfortable feeling like underwear, and provide good
ventilation, evolved into Under, Armour, Speedform, Apollo. 
The shape of the 
is a little different from the previous generation, but the toe part is removed from the front end to provide a better sense of dress. The
existing Micro G cushion is made of wearable rubber, and the groove designed by the outsole can make the shoes more flexible and
extended during the movement. In addition the goblet is stable after silicone heel piece provides stable spot, good foot. 

in addition, the biggest characteristic is to use garment factory to create a vamp, as mentioned earlier from the sports underwear
inspiration, UA provides comfort and extend the sense of team development opportunity, also has good air permeability, so that even
in the hot summer wear can also cool and breathable. 

news: dress shoes

source: Sneakerreport

has repeatedly mentioned, and the prospecting shoe KENLU.net was born in the same era of HK-Kicks.com experienced a common
event many shoes circle, since the way is the growth of the partner, also provide assistance in our webmaster H like Air Jordan 30th
anniversary interview and other events, will make this trip because of sharing and opportunity our shoes will also be in the story, this
time another exhibition in Hongkong to meet with you recently in the Hysan Place and the stage will host an exhibition to a special
version of the rare or first year of shoes mainly by H, Michael and local collectors to provide Jordan, Kobe Bryant and Stephen Curry
shoe collection believe will leave special memories for shoes fans, while Enterbay will build three stars 1:1 portrait display at the
scene, according to H in the interview on the body parts to True, some items cost a lot of effort to find, is another aspect of the scene,
more H interview content can refer to HYPEBEAST, recently, there are Hongkong to the operators, do not miss this rare opportunity. 

source: MANDY/HYPEBEAST

exhibition information 

Nike Juvenate is sure that everyone will feel Roshe and Run quite similar, but the Nike series is a new challenge, made considerable
improvement in terms of performance, with better integrated sock type shoe body, vamp like honeycomb mesh structure improves air
permeability and the weight lighter, more suspension equipped with Lunarlon insoles to provide comfortable foot feeling, more
interesting is that this is a Nike Zenji, but because the pronunciation in Arabic is not good and the name, think of Nike in flame shoes
caused controversy after the treatment is more careful, at present this pair of 'Team Red' color has been listed abroad. 

news source: afew

Chinese unique traditional Lunar New Year is often used as the brand designer inspired theme, see 2015 will enter the end, Adidas
is ready to bring about "Year of the Monkey" series of shoes for us in the new year. After over exposure early in the previous J Wall 2
year after version, will officially meet with you in January D Lillard 2 will also take the same approach. Through special lines in the
upper atmosphere to create a festival. 

source: @MR., floor stream, 

basketball for more than 10 years, in terms of their departure this summer atmosphere is very strong, NBA Kobe and Tim Bryant at
the end of the season Duncan have high hanging shoes, student watching them at each step to dominate the League under the
stadium, the Olympic men's basketball tournament quarterfinals today on the end of the battle of Argentina, Manu Ginobili and four
other teammates retired from the national team (yes, the French side Tony Parker also announced his retirement... ) the golden age
of Argentina officially ended. This year at the Rio Ginobili Manu game with Nike KD 8 player version, style not only color and contrast
shirt only, you can see the tongue is also printed on the flag, the past is like the Nike Hyperdunk 08, Hyperfuse and LeBron series
have been created for him too exclusive style, but the Manu Ginobili unloaded state team shirt, belong to his Argentina player version
with boots to say goodbye to everyone. 



source: USA Today Sports / Sole Collector
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nonsense not say, one can know the classic Air jogging shoes Max 95 added 'What The' family ranks, in addition to the popularity of
four pairs of OG color highest elements obviously, Xiao Bian just can't understand this rare spoof... I mean with chance, why to go
dark. The inside of the route? One will fit the color mixing elements of the play to the extreme is not more simply, but in any case, in
the visual power today, believe that this pair of shoes or a lot of people have been incorporated into the hunting list, see Nike how to
sell. 

source: SNEAKERBOY

as Under Armour's first double braided shoes, SpeedForm Slingshot is a high degree of attention, and the recent Under Armour
further launched the "Monochromatic Pack", a monochromatic color, compared to the previously launched several color, the overall
style is more simple. 

can see the application of many new technology in SpeedForm Slingshot, such as Dyneema fiber uppers, strong toughness excellent
while increasing the vamp and foot joint, Pebax? Insole provides excellent shock and feedback. In the sense of dressing, UA
SpeedForm Slingshot emphasizes the natural touch of the ground, providing the runner with a pure wearing experience, and perhaps,
just as the "Slingshot" slingshot means, brisk and accurate. 

currently Under Armour SpeedForm Slingshot 'Monochromatic Pack' has been available at UnderArmour.com, priced at $139. 

source: WearTesters
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